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Release Notes By Module
Accounts Payable You can now void checks on posted payments. 27.07-510

Accounts Payable The system now displays the correct values for instant checks with discounts on check 

stubs (instant-print-check-form.rpt).

27.07-279

Accounts Payable The Payments Register report (ap-payments-register.rpt) now displays the bill date 

instead of the check date for each bill.

27.07-277

Accounts Payable When you print an Instant Check (instant-print-check-form.rpt), the system no longer 

displays extraneous characters on the report, even if you select Bottom (B) for the 

Check Location report parameter.

27.07-100

Accounts Receivable You can now reverse a payment batch without error. 27.07-502

Accounts Receivable If you use a Google Chrome browser, the system no longer automatically populates 

the DSF User Name (@dsfUserName) and DSF Password (@dsfPassword)  on the 3rd 

Party Integration tab of the Customer Contact Add page for an EFI Pace/DSF 

integrated site.

27.07-257

Accounts Receivable The system now displays the correct tax amount on the Tax report (sales-tax-

report.rpt).

27.07-124

Accounts Receivable When you print the Sales Commission report (sales-commission-report.rpt) for all 

salespersons, the system now displays the correct sort order for the invoices within a 

Salesperson section.

27.07-100

Customization Toolkit The system now correctly sends email notifications via the email notification event 

handlers in PaceConnect records.

27.07-111

Customization Toolkit To prevent timeout errors, the system now includes an increased timeout period 

when deleting user-defined forms.

27.07-100

Data Collection The Daily Time sheet report (datacollection-daily-time-sheet.rpt) now correctly 

displays Employee Chargeable time entries.

27.07-157

Data Collection When an employee is still logged in above their normal work hour total, the system 

sends an email notification only once to the department manager, rather than every 

time the "Notify Manager When Employee Not Signed-Out" scheduled task runs. 

27.07-100

Data Collection The Time Card Summary report (datacollection-daily-time-sheet.rpt) no longer 

displays the error, "ERROR: operator is not unique: integer || unknown."

27.07-100

Data Collection The system now sends emails to the department manager regarding each employee 

still logged in above their normal work hour total.

27.07-100
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EFI Pace Scheduler EFI Pace Scheduler now includes updated Spanish translations. 27.07-518

Estimating You can now reconvert an estimate to a job when you enable the "Create Actual 

Costs" feature on the activity code, even if materials have been pulled previously.

27.07-506

Estimating When you force the number up on an estimate press, the system no longer forces the 

run size on the Estimate Press record.

27.07-490

Estimating The system now correctly calculates run methods for estimate parts when work and 

turn or work and tumble is possible.

27.07-478

Estimating The system now correctly applies the gripper/color bar values when determining if a 

press can perfect. 

27.07-467

Estimating The system now calculates prepress cutting on the initial calculation of an estimate. 27.07-458

Estimating The system now correctly prints the Prices section on the Price grid of the Estimate 

Quote Letter.

27.07-452

Estimating You can now force a folder after you add an estimate. 27.07-451

Estimating The Product Preview Estimate Entry feature now uses the predetermined values for 

fields from the job product type.

27.07-446

Estimating You can now delete an estimate product and all parts from an estimate. 27.07-440

Estimating When you uncheck the box in the Calc Inks By Press field, estimates no longer run 

sheetwise run methods unless indicated by the estimate specifications.

27.07-377

Estimating When you edit an estimate on the estimate product, the system now displays the 

original composite product used to create the estimate, as applicable.

27.07-355

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you refresh the notes on an 

estimate quote letter, even if the component description is blank.

27.07-331

Estimating In the Estimating module, when you enter an estimate on the Product Preview Entry 

Add page, the system no longer displays an error related to a grain setting for a job 

product type within a composite product. 

27.07-296

Estimating The system now correctly recalculates estimates when you click [Recalculate] or 

[Recalculate & View] on the Estimate Detail page.

27.07-260

Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now correctly converts all 

estimate parts. 

27.07-210
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Estimating When you enter an estimate on the Product Preview Entry page, the system now 

populates the total colors on the parts within the grid based on the larger value of 

either the Colors Front or Colors Back field.

27.07-197

Estimating When you use the Product Preview Add page to enter an estimate, the system now 

applies the gripper color bar value to the resulting parts using the setting from the job 

product type for the part.

27.07-197

Estimating The Estimator configuration now displays tooltips to better define how to use the 

[Show Calculate] button, [Show Add/Add New Estimate], [Show Add/Add New 

Version] and [Auto Add Quote Letter] buttons.

27.07-196

Estimating If you configure a press with a side allowance value, the system applies that value to 

estimates that use the press.

27.07-183

Estimating When you edit quote letter details, the system retains the formatting within the Note 

field when you click [Update].

27.07-175

Estimating When you set the system to use calculated inks by press and an odd or secondary 

press exists, the system now correctly calculates the ink coverage per press to better 

represent the ink costs.

27.07-172

Estimating When you enter a quick entry estimate for an unbound product, the system now 

produces an appropriate message, rather than a null pointer error, if you leave any 

required field blank.

27.07-139

Estimating When you add a press event to an estimate part, the system considers only active 

presses linked to the press event.

27.07-111

Estimating When you output the estimate quote letter to an .xls file, the system no longer 

truncates the signature line.

27.07-100

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you convert an estimate to a job. 27.07-100

Estimating When you select an inventory item to use as an estimate paper, the system now 

displays all available candidates in the Pick list.

27.07-100

Estimating The system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message on an 

estimate quote letter when you set the quantity description to print, even if the 

quantity description is blank.

27.07-100

Framework The system now includes ISO currencies. 27.07-421

Framework LDAP Authentication no longer allows disabled or expired user accounts to log into 

the system, even if the login credentials are valid.

27.07-272
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General The Account column now appears on the Sales Category Tax Rate grid on the VAT Tax 

Rates tab of the Sales Category Detail page.

27.07-169

Hardware EFI Pace no longer fails to start if the sample schema in the database contains values 

in estimate fields to indicate a dirty page instead of null.

27.07-451

Hardware You can now access the Admin Console between 12:00 AM and 4:10 AM. 27.07-100

Inventory When you pull an inventory item for a zero quantity, the system now displays a 

suitable warning message instead of an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error.

27.07-341

Inventory When you pull an inventory item for a zero quantity, the system now display a 

suitable warning message instead of an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error.

27.07-341

Inventory When you pull a single material through Data Collection and click [Add & Duplicate] 

from the context navigational menu, the system now creates a postable inventory 

line, even if the box in the Require Sign Out To Post DC Pulls field is unchecked.

27.07-250

Inventory You ca now ship an item to inventory without error. 27.07-204

Job Billing Job Billing posting no longer requires a department on the GL account for balance 

sheet accounts.

27.07-466

Job Billing When you process and post invoices, if the batch date and/or invoice date do not fall 

within the GL period you choose, the system no longer allows the invoice to post.

27.07-461

Job Billing The Job Billing Register report (jobbilling-register.rpt) no longer displays the batch ID 

and fiscal year with a comma separator.

27.07-306

Job Billing The system now prints the Ship To address on the Invoice report (invoice.rpt) and the 

Invoice Reprint report (invoice-reprint.rpt), even if there is no Bill To contact.

27.07-263

Job Billing The system no longer prints a blank address on the the Print Invoice report 

(invoice.rpt) when you set the Ship to Format field to Print Bill To Address.

27.07-197

Job Billing When you run the Invoice report (invoice.rpt), the system now use the sequence 

when it displays the invoice lines.

27.07-191

Job Billing You can now delete a line item on an invoice that uses sales distribution and set the 

distribution method to "None" without error. 

27.07-126

Job Billing When you enter an invoice with a negative amount, the the system no longer displays 

the message, "The Tax/Commission Base exceeds the Invoice Amount, a review of 

these fields is recommended."

27.07-100
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Job Billing The system now prints the Bill To (sold to) address on the Invoice report (invoice-

format2.rpt) and the Invoice Reprint report (invoice-reprint-format2.rpt).

27.07-100

Job Billing The system no longer includes the state in the Sales Tax field subtotal on the invoice, 

unless the invoice includes more than one state in the tax distributions.

27.07-100

Job Billing The system no longer displays an error message when you reverse an invoice. 27.07-100

Job Billing When you add an invoice extra, the system now automatically calculates the tax and 

commission distributions, as applicable. 

27.07-100

Job Billing The Invoice Detail From Batch page now displays the the [Check Costs] button. 27.07-100

Job Billing The system no longer displays a warning message that the Customer's default email 

address is empty if there is a valid email address in the Customer file.

27.07-100

Job Control Center The system now prints the customer contact details in the Prepared For section of the 

Order Acknowledgment report (order-acknowledgement.rpt), even if the Customer 

record does not include a zip code.

27.07-243

Job Control Center The system now displays a warning message if you create a gang run in the Job 

Control Center module and the House Customer record is set as a prospect.

27.07-207

Job Control Center The job jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints the correct symbol for the 

dollar sign ($).

27.07-136

Job Control Center When you update an existing job material, you can now reconvert estimates to 

existing jobs, even if they already include material pulls. 

27.07-100

Job Control Center When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now updates existing buyouts that 

were not added to the purchase order, and unpulled job materials.

27.07-100

Job Control Center You can now use an item template to create a job without error. 27.07-100

Job Control Center You can now reconvert an estimate to a job without an error, even if the pulled job 

materials are inventory items.

27.07-100

Job Control Center The system now correctly prints the full job number on the Finished Goods Job Jacket 

report (jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt).

27.07-100

Job Control Center You can now create a purchase order from a job part outside purchase, even if you 

have only read permissions for the Purchase Order Status field. 

27.07-100

Job Costing The system no longer displays an error message when you change a non-planned 

reason code on a posted Job Cost record.

27.07-187
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Job Shipments You can now add a shipment from the context navigational menu on the Job 

Component List page without error. 

27.07-202

PaceConnect The Bookpoint Order Importer transaction timeout is now 20 minutes to enable you 

to process large orders.

27.07-428

PaceConnect-Auto-

Count

The system now populates the end date and end time on all job cost records created 

by the PlantManager on the job plan. Additionally, the PlantManager Import Web 

Service PaceConnect record now displays the "Employee requires signout" message 

on the Warnings tab, rather than the Failure tab.

27.07-237

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you make a Contact record shared with DSF active or inactive in EFI Pace, the 

system now automatically shares the Active state with DSF.

27.07-541

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When a DSF order creates a job in EFI Pace, and you manually add a job note to the 

EFI Pace job, the system no longer deletes the manually added job note from the DSF 

order when you update the job in EFI Pace. 

27.07-527

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system no longer deletes manually created job part items when you update an 

order status.

27.07-527

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

DSF no longer times out due to lengthy Pagination URL calls in less than the default 60 

seconds allotted.

27.07-390

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you turn on the Process Pagination Data feature, the system now sends an 

Update XML from DSF to EFI Pace without error.

27.08-213

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now successfully processes DSF orders with media and creates EFI Pace 

jobs.

27.07-115

PaceConnect-Metrix When you edit a layout from a job part generated from an estimate, the system now 

displays the layout in the Metrix GUI without an error.

27.07-472

PaceConnect-Metrix You can now add new estimate parts to an estimate without error. 27.07-438

PaceConnect-Metrix The PaceConnect-Metrix integration now uses the dimensions for the plate associated 

with the estimate press as the plate size across and along the cylinder in Metrix.

27.07-334

PaceConnect-Metrix The Job Part Detail page now displays the correct Metrix buttons for all job production 

types.

27.07-100

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When EFI Pace sends an FGARN message, the system includes the SalesOrderID, 

OrderLineItemID and PickID, when available. Please note that job shipments created 

manually in EFI Pace will not include these values.

27.07-459
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PaceStation When you export a PaceStation inquiry to a spreadsheet, the system no longer 

displays negative field values as positive values in the exported spreadsheet.

27.07-207

PaceStation If you create an inquiry from an editable list page and make a field editable, the 

system no longer displays an error.

27.07-181

Performance The system now returns the contact list and contact details from large databases at a 

faster speed, even if the database includes a large number of contacts. 

27.07-402

Price List Quoting When you convert a quote to a job, the system no longer displays an error that 

prevents the conversion.

27.07-100

Purchasing The system now calculates the correct unit price for the purchasing UOM when you 

add a new purchase order line, even if an inventory item includes vendor information 

on the Order Information tab and uses purchasing UOMs.

27.07-523

Purchasing When you add an inventory item to a purchase order with no max stock level, the 

system no longer creates a PO line with a negative order quantity. 

27.07-300

Purchasing When you view the Purchase Order List page, each field set now includes the PO order 

total.

27.07-290

Purchasing The system no longer displays a due time for a PO line on the Purchase Order report 

(purchase-order-r1.rpt) if a time is not included.

27.07-277

Purchasing When you auto-create a purchase order from the Inventory module, the system now 

includes the sales tax on the PO, even if the vendor is taxable.

27.07-100

Reporting The Email Report functionality now supports the UTF-8 character set, which includes 

German characters Ä,É,Ö, Ü, ä, é, ö, ü, and ß.

27.07-272

Reporting The system no longer displays a "Null Pointer Exception" error when you change the 

name of a report.

27.07-100
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System Security The LDAP authentication now includes the following modifications:

- The system no longer produces a runtime exception error when you enter a blank 

password and the system uses LDAP authentication.

- The System User Detail page now includes the new LDAP User field to identify a user 

as an LDAP authenticated user. (Users not designated LDAP users use the standard 

local database authentication.) 

- The system automatically checks the box in the LDAP User field for new users added 

when LDAP authentication is enabled on the Company Setup Detail page. (This field 

appears only if the system is licensed to use LDAP and you enable LDAP on the 

Company Setup Detail page.) 

- The system fails logins for LDAP and local EFI Pace users if the User record is locked 

or inactive.

- The system enables the LDAP User feature for user records upgraded from a pre-fix 

version of EFI Pace with LDAP enabled.

- LDAP requires a password, so the system considers any user you set up as "no 

password required" a normal EFI Pace user, and not an LDAP user.

- You cannot designate Standard Administration users (such as Administrator, 

PaceQA, PaceSupport, and PaceSync) as LDAP users.

27.07-427

Note: If you want both LDAP users and local database users, you must set the local 

users back to local users (uncheck the box in the LDAP User field) after upgrading your 

EFI Pace system. Upon upgrade, the system sets all users to LDAP users if you check 

the box in the LDAP field on the the Company record. (This applies only to customers 

with both LDAP and locally authenticated users. You can easily set these using a 

PaceStation inquiry. Contact your EFI Pace support representative or review the 

Online Help documentation for assistance creating the inquiry. 

You do not need to take any action if you do not use LDAP or have all LDAP users.

System Security The system now consolidates security group filters upon upgrade and nests them 

under the security filter detail based on security filter type.

27.07-285

System Security You can now use permissions to control the speed factor on an estimate. 27.07-100

System Tools The System Inspector no longer displays a memory exception error when inspecting 

Velocity Email Templates.

27.07-302

Upgrade The system now calculates tax in the Vertex v5 PaceConnect integration. 27.07-497
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PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you make a Contact record shared with DSF active or inactive in EFI Pace, the 

system now automatically shares the Active state with DSF.

27.07-541

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system no longer deletes manually created job part items when you update an 

order status.

27.07-527

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When a DSF order creates a job in EFI Pace, and you manually add a job note to the 

EFI Pace job, the system no longer deletes the manually added job note from the DSF 

order when you update the job in EFI Pace. 

27.07-527

Purchasing The system now calculates the correct unit price for the purchasing UOM when you 

add a new purchase order line, even if an inventory item includes vendor information 

on the Order Information tab and uses purchasing UOMs.

27.07-523

EFI Pace Scheduler EFI Pace Scheduler now includes updated Spanish translations. 27.07-518

Accounts Payable You can now void checks on posted payments. 27.07-510

Estimating You can now reconvert an estimate to a job when you enable the "Create Actual 

Costs" feature on the activity code, even if materials have been pulled previously.

27.07-506

Accounts Receivable You can now reverse a payment batch without error. 27.07-502

Upgrade The system now calculates tax in the Vertex v5 PaceConnect integration. 27.07-497

Estimating When you force the number up on an estimate press, the system no longer forces the 

run size on the Estimate Press record.

27.07-490

Estimating The system now correctly calculates run methods for estimate parts when work and 

turn or work and tumble is possible.

27.07-478

PaceConnect-Metrix When you edit a layout from a job part generated from an estimate, the system now 

displays the layout in the Metrix GUI without an error.

27.07-472

Job Billing Job Billing posting no longer requires a department on the GL account for balance 

sheet accounts.

27.07-466

Estimating The system now correctly applies the gripper/color bar values when determining if a 

press can perfect. 

27.07-467

Job Billing When you process and post invoices, if the batch date and/or invoice date do not fall 

within the GL period you choose, the system no longer allows the invoice to post.

27.07-461
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PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When EFI Pace sends an FGARN message, the system includes the SalesOrderID, 

OrderLineItemID and PickID, when available. Please note that job shipments created 

manually in EFI Pace will not include these values.

27.07-459

Estimating The system now calculates prepress cutting on the initial calculation of an estimate. 27.07-458

Estimating The system now correctly prints the Prices section on the Price grid of the Estimate 

Quote Letter.

27.07-452

Estimating You can now force a folder after you add an estimate. 27.07-451

Hardware EFI Pace no longer fails to start if the sample schema in the database contains values 

in estimate fields to indicate a dirty page instead of null.

27.07-451

Estimating The Product Preview Estimate Entry feature now uses the predetermined values for 

fields from the job product type.

27.07-446

Estimating You can now delete an estimate product and all parts from an estimate. 27.07-440

PaceConnect-Metrix You can now add new estimate parts to an estimate without error. 27.07-438

PaceConnect The Bookpoint Order Importer transaction timeout is now 20 minutes to enable you 

to process large orders.

27.07-428

System Security The LDAP authentication now includes the following modifications:

- The system no longer produces a runtime exception error when you enter a blank 

password and the system uses LDAP authentication.

- The System User Detail page now includes the new LDAP User field to identify a user 

as an LDAP authenticated user. (Users not designated LDAP users use the standard 

local database authentication.) 

- The system automatically checks the box in the LDAP User field for new users added 

when LDAP authentication is enabled on the Company Setup Detail page. (This field 

appears only if the system is licensed to use LDAP and you enable LDAP on the 

Company Setup Detail page.) 

- The system fails logins for LDAP and local EFI Pace users if the User record is locked 

or inactive.

- The system enables the LDAP User feature for user records upgraded from a pre-fix 

version of EFI Pace with LDAP enabled.

- LDAP requires a password, so the system considers any user you set up as "no 

password required" a normal EFI Pace user, and not an LDAP user.

- You cannot designate Standard Administration users (such as Administrator, 

PaceQA, PaceSupport, and PaceSync) as LDAP users.

27.07-427
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Note: If you want both LDAP users and local database users, you must set the local 

users back to local users (uncheck the box in the LDAP User field) after upgrading your 

EFI Pace system. Upon upgrade, the system sets all users to LDAP users if you check 

the box in the LDAP field on the the Company record. (This applies only to customers 

with both LDAP and locally authenticated users. You can easily set these using a 

PaceStation inquiry. Contact your EFI Pace support representative or review the 

Online Help documentation for assistance creating the inquiry. 

You do not need to take any action if you do not use LDAP or have all LDAP users.

Framework The system now includes ISO currencies. 27.07-421

Performance The system now returns the contact list and contact details from large databases at a 

faster speed, even if the database includes a large number of contacts. 

27.07-402

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

DSF no longer times out due to lengthy Pagination URL calls in less than the default 60 

seconds allotted.

27.07-390

Estimating When you uncheck the box in the Calc Inks By Press field, estimates no longer run 

sheetwise run methods unless indicated by the estimate specifications.

27.07-377

Estimating When you edit an estimate on the estimate product, the system now displays the 

original composite product used to create the estimate, as applicable.

27.07-355

Inventory When you pull an inventory item for a zero quantity, the system now displays a 

suitable warning message instead of an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error.

27.07-341

PaceConnect-Metrix The PaceConnect-Metrix integration now uses the dimensions for the plate associated 

with the estimate press as the plate size across and along the cylinder in Metrix.

27.07-334

Estimating The system no longer displays an error message when you refresh the notes on an 

estimate quote letter, even if the component description is blank.

27.07-331

Job Billing The Job Billing Register report (jobbilling-register.rpt) no longer displays the batch ID 

and fiscal year with a comma separator.

27.07-306

Inventory When you pull an inventory item for a zero quantity, the system now display a 

suitable warning message instead of an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error.

27.07-341

System Tools The System Inspector no longer displays a memory exception error when inspecting 

Velocity Email Templates.

27.07-302

Purchasing When you add an inventory item to a purchase order with no max stock level, the 

system no longer creates a PO line with a negative order quantity. 

27.07-300
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Estimating In the Estimating module, when you enter an estimate on the Product Preview Entry 

Add page, the system no longer displays an error related to a grain setting for a job 

product type within a composite product. 

27.07-296

Purchasing When you view the Purchase Order List page, each field set now includes the PO order 

total.

27.07-290

System Security The system now consolidates security group filters upon upgrade and nests them 

under the security filter detail based on security filter type.

27.07-285

Accounts Payable The system now displays the correct values for instant checks with discounts on check 

stubs (instant-print-check-form.rpt).

27.07-279

Accounts Payable The Payments Register report (ap-payments-register.rpt) now displays the bill date 

instead of the check date for each bill.

27.07-277

Purchasing The system no longer displays a due time for a PO line on the Purchase Order report 

(purchase-order-r1.rpt) if a time is not included.

27.07-277

Framework LDAP Authentication no longer allows disabled or expired user accounts to log into 

the system, even if the login credentials are valid.

27.07-272

Reporting The Email Report functionality now supports the UTF-8 character set, which includes 

German characters Ä,É,Ö, Ü, ä, é, ö, ü, and ß.

27.07-272

Job Billing The system now prints the Ship To address on the Invoice report (invoice.rpt) and the 

Invoice Reprint report (invoice-reprint.rpt), even if there is no Bill To contact.

27.07-263

Estimating The system now correctly recalculates estimates when you click [Recalculate] or 

[Recalculate & View] on the Estimate Detail page.

27.07-260

Accounts Receivable If you use a Google Chrome browser, the system no longer automatically populates 

the DSF User Name (@dsfUserName) and DSF Password (@dsfPassword)  on the 3rd 

Party Integration tab of the Customer Contact Add page for an EFI Pace/DSF 

integrated site.

27.07-257

Inventory When you pull a single material through Data Collection and click [Add & Duplicate] 

from the context navigational menu, the system now creates a postable inventory 

line, even if the box in the Require Sign Out To Post DC Pulls field is unchecked.

27.07-250

Job Control Center The system now prints the customer contact details in the Prepared For section of the 

Order Acknowledgment report (order-acknowledgement.rpt), even if the Customer 

record does not include a zip code.

27.07-243
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PaceConnect-Auto-

Count

The system now populates the end date and end time on all job cost records created 

by the PlantManager on the job plan. Additionally, the PlantManager Import Web 

Service PaceConnect record now displays the "Employee requires signout" message 

on the Warnings tab, rather than the Failure tab.

27.07-237

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you turn on the Process Pagination Data feature, the system now sends an 

Update XML from DSF to EFI Pace without error.

27.08-213

Estimating When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now correctly converts all 

estimate parts. 

27.07-210

Job Control Center The system now displays a warning message if you create a gang run in the Job 

Control Center module and the House Customer record is set as a prospect.

27.07-207

PaceStation When you export a PaceStation inquiry to a spreadsheet, the system no longer 

displays negative field values as positive values in the exported spreadsheet.

27.07-207

Inventory You ca now ship an item to inventory without error. 27.07-204

Job Shipments You can now add a shipment from the context navigational menu on the Job 

Component List page without error. 

27.07-202

Estimating When you enter an estimate on the Product Preview Entry page, the system now 

populates the total colors on the parts within the grid based on the larger value of 

either the Colors Front or Colors Back field.

27.07-197

Estimating When you use the Product Preview Add page to enter an estimate, the system now 

applies the gripper color bar value to the resulting parts using the setting from the job 

product type for the part.

27.07-197

Job Billing The system no longer prints a blank address on the the Print Invoice report 

(invoice.rpt) when you set the Ship to Format field to Print Bill To Address.

27.07-197

Estimating The Estimator configuration now displays tooltips to better define how to use the 

[Show Calculate] button, [Show Add/Add New Estimate], [Show Add/Add New 

Version] and [Auto Add Quote Letter] buttons.

27.07-196

Job Billing When you run the Invoice report (invoice.rpt), the system now use the sequence 

when it displays the invoice lines.

27.07-191

Job Costing The system no longer displays an error message when you change a non-planned 

reason code on a posted Job Cost record.

27.07-187

Estimating If you configure a press with a side allowance value, the system applies that value to 

estimates that use the press.

27.07-183
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PaceStation If you create an inquiry from an editable list page and make a field editable, the 

system no longer displays an error.

27.07-181

Estimating When you edit quote letter details, the system retains the formatting within the Note 

field when you click [Update].

27.07-175

Estimating When you set the system to use calculated inks by press and an odd or secondary 

press exists, the system now correctly calculates the ink coverage per press to better 

represent the ink costs.

27.07-172

General The Account column now appears on the Sales Category Tax Rate grid on the VAT Tax 

Rates tab of the Sales Category Detail page.

27.07-169

Data Collection The Daily Time sheet report (datacollection-daily-time-sheet.rpt) now correctly 

displays Employee Chargeable time entries.

27.07-157

Estimating When you enter a quick entry estimate for an unbound product, the system now 

produces an appropriate message, rather than a null pointer error, if you leave any 

required field blank.

27.07-139

Job Control Center The job jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt) now prints the correct symbol for the 

dollar sign ($).

27.07-136

Job Billing You can now delete a line item on an invoice that uses sales distribution and set the 

distribution method to "None" without error. 

27.07-126

Accounts Receivable The system now displays the correct tax amount on the Tax report (sales-tax-

report.rpt).

27.07-124

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now successfully processes DSF orders with media and creates EFI Pace 

jobs.

27.07-115

Customization Toolkit The system now correctly sends email notifications via the email notification event 

handlers in PaceConnect records.

27.07-111

Estimating When you add a press event to an estimate part, the system considers only active 

presses linked to the press event.

27.07-111

Job Billing When you enter an invoice with a negative amount, the the system no longer displays 

the message, "The Tax/Commission Base exceeds the Invoice Amount, a review of 

these fields is recommended."

27.07-100

Job Billing The system now prints the Bill To (sold to) address on the Invoice report (invoice-

format2.rpt) and the Invoice Reprint report (invoice-reprint-format2.rpt).

27.07-100
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Job Billing The system no longer includes the state in the Sales Tax field subtotal on the invoice, 

unless the invoice includes more than one state in the tax distributions.

27.07-100

Job Control Center When you update an existing job material, you can now reconvert estimates to 

existing jobs, even if they already include material pulls. 

27.07-100

Accounts Payable When you print an Instant Check (instant-print-check-form.rpt), the system no longer 

displays extraneous characters on the report, even if you select Bottom (B) for the 

Check Location report parameter.

27.07-100

Accounts Receivable When you print the Sales Commission report (sales-commission-report.rpt) for all 

salespersons, the system now displays the correct sort order for the invoices within a 

Salesperson section.

27.07-100

Customization Toolkit To prevent timeout errors, the system now includes an increased timeout period 

when deleting user-defined forms.

27.07-100

Data Collection When an employee is still logged in above their normal work hour total, the system 

sends an email notification only once to the department manager, rather than every 

time the "Notify Manager When Employee Not Signed-Out" scheduled task runs. 

27.07-100

Data Collection The Time Card Summary report (datacollection-daily-time-sheet.rpt) no longer 

displays the error, "ERROR: operator is not unique: integer || unknown."

27.07-100

Data Collection The system now sends emails to the department manager regarding each employee 

still logged in above their normal work hour total.

27.07-100

Estimating When you output the estimate quote letter to an .xls file, the system no longer 

truncates the signature line.

27.07-100

Estimating The system no longer displays an error when you convert an estimate to a job. 27.07-100

Estimating When you select an inventory item to use as an estimate paper, the system now 

displays all available candidates in the Pick list.

27.07-100

Estimating The system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message on an 

estimate quote letter when you set the quantity description to print, even if the 

quantity description is blank.

27.07-100

Hardware You can now access the Admin Console between 12:00 AM and 4:10 AM. 27.07-100

Job Billing The system no longer displays an error message when you reverse an invoice. 27.07-100

Job Billing When you add an invoice extra, the system now automatically calculates the tax and 

commission distributions, as applicable. 

27.07-100
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Job Billing The Invoice Detail From Batch page now displays the the [Check Costs] button. 27.07-100

Job Billing The system no longer displays a warning message that the Customer's default email 

address is empty if there is a valid email address in the Customer file.

27.07-100

Job Control Center When you convert an estimate to a job, the system now updates existing buyouts that 

were not added to the purchase order, and unpulled job materials.

27.07-100

Job Control Center You can now use an item template to create a job without error. 27.07-100

Job Control Center You can now reconvert an estimate to a job without an error, even if the pulled job 

materials are inventory items.

27.07-100

Job Control Center The system now correctly prints the full job number on the Finished Goods Job Jacket 

report (jobcontrol-fin-goods-jacket.rpt).

27.07-100

Job Control Center You can now create a purchase order from a job part outside purchase, even if you 

have only read permissions for the Purchase Order Status field. 

27.07-100

PaceConnect-Metrix The Job Part Detail page now displays the correct Metrix buttons for all job production 

types.

27.07-100

Price List Quoting When you convert a quote to a job, the system no longer displays an error that 

prevents the conversion.

27.07-100

Purchasing When you auto-create a purchase order from the Inventory module, the system now 

includes the sales tax on the PO, even if the vendor is taxable.

27.07-100

Reporting The system no longer displays a "Null Pointer Exception" error when you change the 

name of a report.

27.07-100

System Security You can now use permissions to control the speed factor on an estimate. 27.07-100


